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Introduction
Non-intrusive load disaggregation or NALM is the resolution of overall
demand profile of a household into individual signatures of appliances
switched on at a particular instant or within a specified time period, without
any intrusive physical sensors on individual appliances.
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The strategy, illustrated below, applies enhanced differential evolution, a

such that

variant of differential evolution providing efficient convergence and

classifiers for one of the various appliances or classes of appliances under

specialized global search along with limited control variables in initial setup to

consideration. The constants

optimize the accuracy of disaggregation in the lower level. A brief review of

such that choice of these constants would reconcile the minimization of

various design choices follows.

individual OFs for the composite classifier. These constants:

Proposed Strategy

Introduce additional flexibility for gauging the constraints on sensitivity of

Composite Objective Function

Load Disaggregation

represent the relative weights of various OFs

scale NALM system such as proposed in [6], and
terms of critical performance constraints on disaggregator for a subset of

Feature Space

performance of appliance classes in question and dynamically adapt to

Choice of feature space has implications on generalization of classifier
training, performance of disaggregation.
Metrics based on shape of V-I trajectory (mutual locus of voltage and
current waveforms) allow for appliances of similar operating characteristics to
be grouped closer, hence less fuzziness in dataset, should allow the training
algorithm to generalize better to unknown examples and the disaggregation
to improve overall accuracy.
Other metrics like orthonormal vectors from SVD applied to current
waveform or traditional power metrics are compared for capacity of
differentiation in [3].
Chosen shape features of the V-I trajectory for this study are:

degree of convergence of the population of training parameters.

learning problem subscribed to and the feature space used.
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